Distinct modes of DNA damage response in S. pombe G0 and vegetative cells.
Upon nitrogen-starvation, mostly G2 vegetative (VE) fission yeast cells promote two rounds of division and enter the G0 state with 1C DNA via an uncommitted G1. Whilst G0 cells are permanently arrested, they keep viability through recycling the intracellular nitrogen. We here show that, whilst the DNA damages are efficiently repaired in G0 cells, neither Chk1 activation nor Cdc2 implication for Crb2 (53BP1 like) do not occur. ATR-like Rad3 and non-hyperphosphorylated Crb2 participate the repair processes in G0 cells that are more sensitive to UV and gamma-ray than in VE cells. The sensitivity like in VE cells is restored after replication in the nitrogen-replenished medium, suggesting that the damage hyper-sensitive nature of G0 cells is due to the error-prone repair for single DNA duplex chromosome. The double-strand break (DSB) repair in G0 cells required Pku80, one of non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) proteins. S. pombe G0 cells upon DNA damages thus respond distinctively from VE cells in regard with regulation of checkpoint proteins and the mode of repair that is dependent upon the use of NHEJ.